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SUMMARY OF UNITED STATES HIGH SEAS SALMON 
TAGGING OPERATIONS IN 1982 

This report outlines u. s. high seas salmon tagging operations in 

the central North Pacific Ocean in 1982. This was the second year of 

high seas tagging effort by the United States in response to the re

search mandate in the revised International North Pacific Fisheries Com

mission treaty, which calls for member nations to endeavor to determine 

origins of anadromous salmonids in the area of the pre-1978 Japanese 

landbased driftnet fishery (i.e., south of 46°N). The results of the 

first effort in 1980 were reported by Harris et al. (1981). Funding for 

continuation of this research in 1982 was provided through a special 

u.s. Congressional appropriation to the National Marine Fisheries Service, 

NOAA, which entered into a research contract with the Fisheries Research 

Institute (FRI). 

Vessels, Gear, and Cruises 

Sampling and tagging were carried out on two seiner-style vessels, 

the University of Washington's 30.5 x 7.9 m RV ALASKA, and the chartered 

32.3 x 8.5 m FV KRISTEN GAIL. Both vessels used high seas salmon purse 

seines, and specially designed floating longline gear. Each vessel was 

accompanied by a diesel-powered seine skiff, newly built or modified for 

use in high seas conditions. 

The purse seine on the RV ALASKA was 731 x 45 m, and had 10.2 cm 

(stretched) mesh web in the first 366 m, 7.6 cm mesh web in the next 

338 m, and 2.5 cm mesh web in the 27 m bunt, although 8.9 cm mesh web 

was used to replace small sections of damaged body web from time to 
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time. The seine was retrieved by a 4.3 m long x 3.1 m dia. hydraulic 

drum, and the seine was half-pursed whereby approximately one-half of 

the net was pursed while the lead half was simultaneously wound onto the 

drum. The seine used on the FV KRISTEN GAIL was initially 914 x 46 m, 

and had 8.9 cm mesh web in the first 731 m, 5.7 cm mesh web in the next 

155 m, and 2.5 cm mesh web in the 27 m bunt. Only about one-third of 

the seine was pursed while the remainder was simultaneously retrieved by 

a 71 cm dia. power block. Because several nearly simultaneous seine 

sets toward the end of the sampling season by ·the ALASKA and KRISTEN 

GAIL suggested that the latter vessel's seine was relatively less 

efficient in catching coho salmon, the seine was shortened by approxi

mately 183 m (in the 8.9 cm mesh web section) in attempt to simulate the 

length/depth and pursing ratios used on the ALASKA's seine. 

The longline gear used by both vessels was designed especially for 

use by the small crews of u.s. vessels (7 people on the ALASKA, 9 people 

on the KRISTEN GAIL, including crew and biologists). The Japanese long

line gear posed considerable difficulty when used by crews of the same 

vessels in 1980, largely because the overhaul required after each oper

ation was too time-consuming. To reduce the time required for gear 

overhaul, FRI personnel developed longline gear which employed snap-on 

gangions and which was retrievable by a powered reel. The mainline was 

250 lb test monofilament nylon, in 200 m sections separated by swivels. 

Brass beads were crimped onto the mainline at 1 m intervals to prevent 

gangions from sliding far along the line. Gangions were 30 lb test 

monofilament nylon, approximately 0.6 m long from the snap to the eye of 
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the hook. Snaps were designed so they could rotate freely around the 

mainline, and so the gangions could rotate freely within the snap. All 

hooks were stainless steel No. 3/0 Mustad beak hooks, with offset 

points. Small wooden floats, identical to those used on Japanese long

line gear, were also snapped onto the mainline at intervals separated by 

two or three hooks. In addition, bamboo flag poles were attached at 

each end of a longline set and at a couple of points in the middle of 

the line. 

Accessories required to set and retrieve the longline gear included 

air-motor powered reels, which each held eight 200 m sections of main

line, and which could be quickly changed during setting or retrieval. A 

galvanized trough fitted with fairlead rollers on the inboard side and a 

right-angle bend overhanging the gunwale was used to keep the mainline 

steady to facilitate application of the gangions. The trough itself 

served to lead the hooks toward the right-angle bend and over the gun

wale, to reduce the likelihood of snagging. Gangions were stored on the 

outside of 30-gallon plastic buckets, modified to grip the stretched 

gangions immediately below the snap and immediately above the hook. 

The initial plan was to snap on approximately 50 gangions on each 

section of mainline, but it was quickly determined that at the setting 

speed of about 5 knots, only an average of about 33 hooks per section 

could be comfortably and safely snapped on. One individual on each side 

of the galvanized trough snapped on gangions, in alternation with his 

counterpart. The usual pattern was for one person to apply gangions 

baited with fresh-frozen or brine-chilled California anchovies (average 
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length about 10 cm), and the other person to apply gangions with arti

ficial lures. Artificial lures included silver-green "anchovies," 

silver-green, fluorescent orange, silver-blue, and silver "squids," and 

brown and yellow "worms." The alternate application of natural and 

artificial baits was planned so the relative catch efficiencies of 

natural and artificial baits could be calculated under the assumption 

that they were averaged over any patchiness of fish distribution. 

The cruise tracks of the two vessels were nearly identical, except 

that the ALASKA made one short cruise to the study area south of 46°N 

before the KRISTEN GAIL arrived at Adak, and the KRISTEN GAIL terminated 

operations before the ALASKA. Table l shows the inclusive dates of each 

cruise by each vessel, the approximate number of vessel-days on the fish

ing grounds (i.e., excluding travel time to and from the Aleutian Is

lands), and the number of vessel-days on which sampling occurred. Samp

ling was severely hampered by weather conditions throughout the season, 

and on two occasions heavy seas forced the vessels to return to the 

Aleutian Islands before the planned end of the cruises. Weather pre

cluded sampling in the first, short cruise of the ALASKA, in the area 

south of 46°N. 

Purse Seine Sampling 

Table 2 provides data on all purse seine and longline fishing 

effort, salmonid catches, and tag releases, summarized by INPFC statis

tical area, 10-day period, and vessel. Over one-half of the purse 

seining effort (57 out of 98 sets) occurred south of 46°N, and most of 

the effort there occurred between 175°E and 175°W, in accordance with a 
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recommendation made at the last meeting of the INPFC Ad Hoc Salmon Re

search Coordinating Group. Nine sets were made southwest of 175°E, 46°N 

(in area E7044) in attempt to tag sockeye salmon which, in waters south 

of 46°N, are generally more abundant west of 175°E (~ Marshall et al-. 

1978 and Fig. 10 in French et al. 1976). Some sampling occurred in area 

8050 early in the season (for purposes of gear testing and crew train

ing), and in areas E7546 and 8046 while in transit to and from the 

Aleutian Islands. Fourteen seine nets were made in area 8050 in mid

July to obtain an index of the abundance and age composition of immature 

sockeye, known from earlier studies to be largely of Bristol Bay origin. 

The general sampling plan for the area south of 46°N was designed 

to emphasize sampling of sockeye salmon early in the season and of coho 

salmon later, although emphasis on sockeye was severely limited by the 

commitment to sample mostly east of 175°E. A total of only 7 sockeye 

(all but one was considered immature on the basis of size and age) 1 was 

caught south of 46°N. Sockeye were considerably more abundant just 

north of the primary study area, 146 having been caught in 10 sets in 

area E7546 (specifically in the area 176°24' - 176°29'E, 47°29' -

47°56°N) in the middle period of June. No sockeye were caught in the 

same general area, however, in another 10 sets made in early July, 

indicating that the distribution of the species had probably shifted 

northward. 

l Although all scales collected in 1982 have been aged, the readings are 
still considered preliminary. Any age composition figures presented 
herein may change slightly in later reports on this research. 
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The great majority of the salmonid catches south of 46°N consisted 

of chum salmon. Only age .2 chum were encountered in May sampling. Age 

.1 chum first appeared in area E7544 in early June, and became very 

abundant and the predominant catch in middle and late June in areas 

E7544 and 8044. There was a marked decrease in abundance of chum salmon 

by early July. 

Pink salmon were sporadically encountered throughout most of the 

sampling season. Pinks were relatively abundant in seine catches only 

in area E7044 in late May. CPUE was several-fold lower in all other 

areas and time periods, especially in 8044 in mid-June to early July and 

in E7544 in early July. 

Coho were also caught sporadically, except when a striking abund

ance of the species was encountered in area 8044 in late June. Seine 

catches of coho by the ALASKA increased dramatically to an average of 

over 32 fish per set (Table 2). It appeared that the coho were very 

patchily distributed, as two sets (at about 178°10'W, 44°20'N) on 20 

June and one set (at 177°57'W, 45°07'N) on 21 June yielded no coho, 

while 5 consecutive sets on 22 and 23 June in the area between 177°12' -

177°25'W, 45°23' - 45°25'N yielded between 5 and 80 fish (average 46.8 

fish per set). A gale commencing on 23 June forced the vessels to 

depart this productive area, and few coho were encountered when the area 

was revisited in early July. 

A difference in the relative catch efficiency of the two purse 

seines was noted when the vessels located the aforementioned abundance 
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of coho salmon. In the period 21-23 June, the two vessels worked quite 

close together (2 to 13 n. mi. apart), yet except for one set by the 

KRISTEN GAIL that yielded 27 coho, only the ALASKA's seine caught coho 

in significant numbers. Since the area sampled by the 914 m seine was 

about 56% greater than that sampled by the 731 m seine, the low coho 

CPUE obtained by the KRISTEN GAIL is particularly striking. Because the 

seines were approximately the same depth, field personnel assumed that 

the smaller pursing ratio and the greater length-to-depth ratio of the 

KRISTEN GAIL's seine may have facilitated escape of coho. For this 

reason, the 914 m seine was shortened by 183 m between cruises 3 and 4. 

Unfortunately, salmonid catches in cruise 4 were generally low for both 

vessels, and the effectiveness of this modification could not be 

assessed. 

Chinook salmon and steelhead were rarely encountered in seine samp

ling south of 46°N. Seventeen of the 19 chinook caught in areas E7544 

and 8044 were age. 1. Only 8 steelhead were caught by seines south of 

46°N. 

As mentioned, 14 seine operations were conducted in mid-July in a 

key area just south of Adak Island to monitor the abundance and fresh

water age composition of immature age .1 and .2 sockeye. This was done 

specifically to determine whether large numbers of age 1.2 sockeye, 

which were much less abundant in the 1982 Bristol Bay run than expected 

by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, held over as immatures to 

return at age 1.3 in 1983. The age and maturity composition of the 

sockeye caught in these 14 sets is shown in Table 3. Although the geo-
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metric mean catches of age .1 and .2 sockeye are provided, I warn 

against direct use of the indices in Bristol Bay forecast regressions 

developed earlier (Harris and Rogers 1979) because: 1) the purse seine 

and method of setting and retrieving used in 1982 are substantially 

different from those used during our Bristol Bay forecast research; and 

2) the sampling in 1982 was in a very narrow time frame, and abundance 

and age composition of immatures often changed considerably within the 

sampling period of l July to 20 August in earlier years (Hartt, Lord and 

Rogers 1975; H~rris et al. 1979). To the extent that the 1982 indices 

are comparable with earlier data, a mean catch of only 2.87 age .2 fish 

is quite low. Although the age .2 immatures were predominantly fresh

water age l (85.9%), the overall low abundance of the ocean age group 

would not suggest a large run of age 1.3 fish in 1983. 

Longline Sampling 

Two longline sets were conducted just south of Adak Island by the 

ALASKA at the beginning of the field season (Table 2). This initial ex

perience dictated that only about 33 (as opposed to about 50 as original

ly planned) hooks per mainline section could be safely applied at 5 knots, 

and that setting downwind facilitated easiest gear retrieval. On both 

vessels but especially on the ALASKA (because of her lack of maneuver

ability due to the direct-drive propulsion system), there was a major 

problem with gangions snarling on the mainline, which caused long delays 

in gear retrieval. When the mainline was pulled taut out of the water, 

the gangions tended to tangle despite the careful design of the snaps. 
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Delays in retrieval likely caused loss of some catch and increased pre

dation by birds, and definitely reduced viability of fish caught in the 

last sections of gear. Because less gear than initially planned could 

safely be set in a given time period, because of the gangion tangling 

problem, and because of certain hazards to personnel, the longline gear 

was not heavily used. Many aspects of the basic design proved very 

successful however, including the principal feature of efficient gear 

preparation between operations. A stiffer gangion material (perhaps 

thin stainless steel wire) that does not tangle easily and perhaps an 

automated gangion application system should be considered for future use 

of the gear. 

The eight operations conducted provided data on relative catch effi

ciencies of natural versus artificial baits, summarized for all salmonid 

species combined in Table 4. Direct comparison of the bait types is pos

sible since the same type of hook was used on all gangions. Differences 

in catch efficiency can be due to a combination of factors, only one of 

which is inherent "attractiveness" of the bait. The most effective bait 

was apparently natural anchovy. No attempt was made to record data sepa

rately for fresh-frozen and brine-chilled anchovies, but fish preserved 

by the two methods were similar in appearance and texture. Although the 

all-set catch rate for fluorescent orange "squids" was higher than that 

fo·r natural anchovies, the catch rates for natural bait were slightly 

higher within the two specific operat°ions in which orange "squids" were 

used. The higher catch rate for natural bait would be even more pro

nounced if the bait loss factor were considered. Bait loss was much 
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higher for the natural bait, which would reduce the effective number of 

hooks and inflate the actual catch rates significantly over the tabulat

ed values. 

Tag Releases 

Table 5 and Figure 1 summarize total salmonid tag releases by 

region and month, and by INPFC statistical area, respectively. Detailed 

tag release data will be made available later. Total tag releases in 

all areas south of 46°N were 6 sockeye, 1020 chum, 199 pink, 284 coho, 

and 19 chinook salmon, and 7 steelhead trout. All or virtually all of 

the sockeye, chum, and chinook salmon were immatures, so that coastal 

recoveries of those species should not be expected until the 1983 fish

ing season. 

No adipose fin-clipped salmonids were observed in 1982 sampling 

operations. 

Non-salmonid Fish Catches 

There was a paucity of non-salmonid fish in both longline and purse 

seine catches in 1982, in sharp contrast to the situation in 1980. The 

only incidental catches in far offshore sampling in 1982 consisted of 

moderate numbers of juvenile Atka mackerel (Pleurogrammus monopterygius) 

and three-spine sticklebacks (Gasterosteus aculeatus), whereas in 1980 

the stickleback catches were greater, and Pacific pomfrets (Brama japon

ica) and Pacific saury (Colcilbis saira) were often encountered. 
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Table 1. Dates of cruises by U.S. salmon research vessels in 1982, and approximate 
numbers of vessel-days in study area and on which sampling occurred. 

Cruise 
No. 

1 

21!.I 

3 

4 

5 

Dates vessel left and arrived at Adak 

R.V. ALASKA F.V. KRISTEN GAIL 

5/8 -5/17 

5/23-6/8'=-1 5/23-6/8'=-1 

6/11-6/27 6/11-6/27 

7/1 -7/16 7/1 -7/11 

7/18-7/22 

No. vessel-days 
not in transit 

to/from Adak!!/ 

5 

14 

20 

16 

4 

No. vessel-days 
on which 
sampling 
occurred 

2 

8 

14 

9 

3 

a Approximate number of vessel-days not wholly occupied by transit to or from Adak, 
or by layovers otherwise outside of study area. 

bDoes not include a one-day trip by R.V. ALASKA to south side of Adak to test purse 
seine gear on 5/21. 

cVessels departed study area on 6/2 because of bad weather, and harbored at Amchitka 
Island for four days before arriving at Adak on 6/8. 

I-' 
N 



Table 2. Fishing effort, salmonid catches and CPUE, and tag releases in 1982, st111111arized by INPFC statistical area, 
10-day period, and research vessel (A= Alaska, K = Kristen Gail). CPUE indices (in parentheses) were 
calculated from data only from effective seine operations; t'fie"nurmer of operations deemed totally 
ineffective is indicated in parentheses in the effort column. Longline CPUE is on the basis of catch 
per 20-hooks, all bait-types cormined. Data are preliminary, pending further examination of scale 
samples and verification of initial species identifications. 

INPFC 10-dly Yenel F1sh1nq effort Mean Sal111ntd catches and CPUE Tag releases 
Area period No. seine lio . longltne surface Sockeye chum Pink Coho Chinook Steel head Total Sockeye ch1111 Pink coho Chinook stee1head Total 

sets hooks t°C 

[7044 5/21-31 K 657 6.1 16 18 1 35 7 7 15 
1 set (.49) (.55) ( .03) (1.07) 

5(0) 6.7 250 115 2 367 209 103 2 314 
(50.0) (23.0) (0.4) (73.4) 

A 4(0) 6.6 215 75 3 1 294 103 40 3 147 
(53.8) (18.8) (0.8) (0.3) (73. 5) 

[7544 5/21-31 K 630 3 11 3 1 18 3 7 2 12 
1 set (.10) ( .35) ( .10) (.03) ( .57) 

A 794 5.4 1 24 13 2 40 7 3 12 
1 set (.03) ( .60) ( .33) (.05) ( 1.01) 

6/1-10 K 2(0) 6.6 2 68 17 1 88 25 3 JO 
(1.0) (34.0) (8.5) (0.5) (44.0) 

A 3(0) 6.7 1 49 5 1 56 43 5 50 
(0.3) (16.3) (1.7) (0.3) (18. 7) 

6/11-20 K 596 7.7 13 5 8 26 4 2 7 13 
1 set (0.44) (0.17) (0.27) (0.87) 

4(0) 8.3 768 18 9 795 215 17 9 241 
(192.0) (4 . 5) (2 .3) (198.8) 

A 5(1) 8.4 195 5 6 3 209 90 5 3 3 101 
(48.0) (1.0) (1 . 2) (0.6) (51.5) 

7/1-10 K 520 7.5 3 3 
1 set (0.12) (0.12) 

A 5(1) 8.1 7 1 3 2 13 6 2 2 11 
(1.8) (0 .3) (0.8) (0.5) (3.3) 

[7546 6/11-20 K 5(0) 5.9 105 38 53 196 104 38 52 194 
(21 .0) (7 .6) (10.6) (39.2) 

A 477 7.3 10 5 1 1 17 4 2 7 
1 set ( .42) ( .21) ( .04) (.04) (. 71) 

5(0) 5.9 41 86 25 1 153 37 58 20 116 
(8 .2) (17.2) (5.0) (0 .2) (30.6) 

. ' 



Table 2, cont'd 

INPFC 10-day Vessel Fishing effort Mean Salmonid catches and CPUE T19 releeses 
Arel period No. seine Uo . 1ongline surface Sockeye Chum Pink Coho Chinook Stee1head Total Sockeye Chia Pink Coho Chinook Steelheed Tot1l 

sets hooks t°C 

7/1-10 K 5(0) 7.2 78 6 19 1 104 45 6 18 70 

(15.6) (1.2) (3.8) (0.2) (20 .8) 

A 5(0) 7.0 32 2 16 2 52 21 2 16 2 41 
(6.4) (0.4) (3.2) (0.4) (10.4) 

8044 6/11-20 K 2(0) 8.5 8 p 8 8 
(4.0) (4.0) 

A 2(0) 8.5 28 2 30 15 15 
(14.0) (1.0) (15.0) 

6/21-30 K 11 (0) 8.2 346 6 32 1 385 204 5 31 241 
(31.5) (0 .6) (2.9) (0.1) (35 .0) 

A 10(2) 8.1 248 7 259 5 3 522 62 6 225 2 ,3 298 
(25.6) (0.9) (32.1) (0.5) (0.4) (59. 5) 

7/1-10 A 4(0) 8.3 15 2 4 21 15 2 4 21 
(3.8) (0 .5) (1 .0) (5.3) 

IM>46 7/1-10 K 4(0) 7.5 1 27 2 1 1 32 16 2 21 
(0.3) (6.8) (0.5) (0.3) (0 .3) (8.0) 

8050 5/1-10 A 1453 4.0 
2 sets 

5/21-31 A 3(0) 4.2 1 13 5 19 13 5 - 19 
(0.3) (4.3) (1. 7) (6 . 3) 

7/11-20 A 10(1) 8.0 263 208 54 66 13 604 181 91 49 43 8 372 
(29.2) (22.8) (5 .8) (7 .]) (1.4) (66.6) 

7/21-31 A 4(0) 8.5 238 84 19 22 2 365 12 7 8 16 2 45 
(59.5) (21.0) (4.8) (5.5) (0.5) (91.3) 

Grand Total 98 5127 656 2837 459 452 38 10 4452 342 1313 345 379 27 8 2414 
8 sets 



Table 3. Preliminary age and maturity composition of sockeye sampled with purse seine gear by the 
R.V. ALASKA in INPFC area 8050 in 1982. Fish with regenerated freshwater portion of the 
scale and fish not measured but tallied according to ocean age by visual assessment of 
size (collectively shown as -.1 or -.2 fish) were prorated to freshwater age group accord
ing to the subsample available for complete age determination. Maturity was estimated as 
immatures< 54 cm, matures> 54 cm. 

Set N. mi. 
Immatures Maturing 

No. Date Direction offshore 1.1 2.1 (-.1) T.1 1.2 2.2 (-.2) T,2 1.3 Total 1.3 2.3 Total 

L-51 7/15 E 81 21 18 (15) 39 17 6 (4) 23 2 64 0 

L-52 7/15 s 80 0 0 0 0 

L-53 7/15 s 81 9 1 (1) 10 3 3 13 0 

L-54 7/16 w 49 0 0 0 o · 
L-55 7/16 E 40 36 25 (11) 61 5 (1) 5 1 67 2 1 3 

L-56 7/16 E 28 30 17 (6) 47 4 1 (1) 5 52 1 1 

L-57 7/18 E 22 17 8 (7) 25 7 (3) 7 32 1 1 

L-58 7/18 E 31 1 2 3 1 1 4 0 

L-59 7/18 E 34 9 6 (2) 15 4 1 (1) 5 2 22 4 4 

L-60 7/20 E 11 0 0 0 0 

L-61 7/21 NW 16 0 0 0 0 

L-62 7/21 E 19 107 53 (115) 160 12 1 13 1 174 0 

L-63 7/21 E 30 34 14 (16) 48 1 1 49 1 1 

L-64 7/21 E 37 11 2 (2) 13 1 1 14 0 

Total 275 146 (175) 421 55 9 (10) 64 6 491 7 3 10 
% Freshwater age composition 

within ocean age 65.32 34.68 85.94 14.06 
Geometric mean, all sets 9 . 65 3.31 
Geometric mean, sets L55-L60, 

L62-L64 19.15 2.87 

Total 
aockeye 

64 

0 

13 

0 

70 

53 

33 .... 
\JI 

4 

26 

0 

0 

174 

so 
14 

501 



Table 4. Relative catch efficiencies for salmonids (all species combined) of 
natural and artificial baits used in longline operations in 1982. 

Set no.* Date Longitude, Bait or lure tiee 
Latitude Natural Green Green Orange Blue Silver Brown or 

anchovy anchovy squid squid squid squid yellow worm 
bait lure lure lure lure lure lure 

L-1 5/9 176°27'W No. hooks 332 325 
51°3l'N No. fish 0 0 

Fish/hook o.o o.o 

L-2 5/10 176°24 'W No. hooks 325 362 109 
51°39'N No. fish 0 0 0 

Fish/hook 0.0 o.o o.o 

L-6 5/26 176°23'E No. hooks 403 110 110 110 61 
45°44'N No. fish 30 3 7 0 0 

Fish/hook .0744 .0273 .0636 o.o o.o 

L-19 6/17 177°03'E No. hooks 241 110 110 16 
46°06'N No . fish 9 3 4 1 I-' 

Fish/hook .0')73 .0273 .0364 .0625 O'I 

G-1 5/26 175°50'E No. hooks 323 316 
45°50'N No. fish 8 10 

Fish/hook . 0248 .0316 

G-2 5/28 174°45'E No. hooks 328 329 
45°13'N No. fish 20 13 

Fish/hook .0610 .0395 

G-15 6/17 176°52'E No. hooks 297 299 
45°58'N No. fish 23 3 

Fish/hook .0774 .0100 

G-38 7/8 178°15'E No. hooks 217 41 152 110 
45°59'N No. fish 1 0 2 0 

Fish/hook .0046 0.0 .0132 o.o 

TOTAL No. hooks 2466 906 451 220 797 61 235 
No. fish 91 29 5 11 0 0 1 
Fish/hook .0369 .0320 .0111 .0500 o.o o.o .0043 

*"G" • FV KRISTEN GAIL, "L" ~ RV ALASKA 



Table 5.. Total tag releases in U.S. research vessel operations in 1982, by various 
sectors of the North Pacific Ocean. 

Region Month S~ecies 
Sockeye Chum Pink Coho Chinook Steelhead 

North of 46°N May 1 13 5 
June 141 100 74 1 1 
July 194 180 67 94 13 1 
Total 336 293 146 95 14 1 

South of 46°N, 
west of 175°E May 319 150 6 6 1 

June 
July 
Total 0 319 150 6 6 1 

South of 46°N, 
175°E-175°W May 4 14 5 1 

June 2 666 43 276 7 3 
July 21 1 2 6 2 
Total 6 701 49 278 13 6 

Grand total 342 1,313 345 379 27 8 

Total 

19 
317 
549 
885 

.... ..., 
476 

476 

24 
997 

32 
1,053 

2,414 

. .., 

. ' 
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Sockeye Coho 

Chum Chinook 

Pink Steelhead 

Fig. 1. Distribution of salmonid tag releases by U.S. research vessels in 1982. Bold line outlines the 
pre-1977 Japanese landbased driftnet fishery area. 
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